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Computing one-dimensional stable manifolds of planar maps without the inverse

J. P. England†, B. Krauskopf†, and H. M. Osinga†

Abstract. We present an algorithm to compute the one-dimensional stable manifold of a saddle point for a planar map. In contrast to current standard techniques, it is not necessary to know the inverse or approximate it by using Newton’s method. Rather than using the inverse, the manifold is grown starting from the linear eigenspace near the saddle point by adding a point that maps back onto an earlier segment of the stable manifold. The performance of the algorithm is compared to other methods using an example where the inverse map is known explicitly. The strengths of our method are illustrated with examples of a stable manifold that is not simply connected and a piecewise-smooth model of an interrupted cutting tool. The algorithm has been implemented for use in the DsTool environment and is available to download with this paper.
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1. Introduction. Many interesting dynamical systems arising in applications can be described by maps; examples are mechanical systems, lasers, electronic circuits, biological processes and interactions between populations. An important class are Poincaré maps of continuous vector fields, including, in particular, periodically driven systems such as the driven damped pendulum or the forced Van der Pol oscillator; see [4, 20] as general references. Poincaré maps are also often used when the periodicity is intrinsic in the vector field. For such systems the Poincaré map may not be defined globally so that the resulting discrete system is not a global diffeomorphism. Note that there is generally no explicit expression for the Poincaré map of a given vector field. In a number of applications the map is defined explicitly; examples are the Ikeda map [5, 8] and the example of a highly interrupted cutting tool [21] discussed in this paper.

The goal of analyzing a given system is to understand its overall or global behavior. To this end, one needs to find special invariant objects. For two-dimensional discrete-time systems, these are the attractors, the repellors and the saddle points together with their stable and unstable manifolds. In particular, these manifolds tell us a lot about the dynamics of the system. For example, they may form the boundaries of basins of attraction. Furthermore, intersections between stable and unstable manifolds may lead to homoclinic or heteroclinic tangle and chaotic dynamics. Stable and unstable manifolds are global objects that cannot normally be found analytically and, hence, must be computed numerically.

Several methods have been developed to compute the stable and unstable manifolds of a saddle fixed point. We concentrate here on the simplest case: that these manifolds are one-dimensional. Most algorithms use the idea of computing the manifold by starting from a local approximation near the saddle point. A common technique is the concept of iterating a fundamental domain [6, 7, 18, 19, 23]. This involves iterating a local section of the manifold to build up connecting pieces of manifold. An alternative approach, also used here, is to grow the manifold point by point and parameterized by its arclength [10]. All these methods have in common that the stable
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manifold is computed as the unstable manifold of the inverse map. This is not a problem when one is dealing with a globally defined Poincaré map. Such a map always has an inverse, which can be computed numerically by following the flow of the vector field backward in time.

However, except in idealized circumstances, an explicit map that arises in a particular application does not have an explicit inverse. The expression for such a map is generally quite intricate, contains many parameters and is often written as the composition of several sub-maps. Therefore, it is usually impossible to derive an explicit expression for its inverse. What is more, the map may not even be invertible, meaning that there may be several branches of inverses. Consequently, the standard algorithms requiring the inverse cannot be used to compute stable manifolds of saddle points in this case. If the inverse exists but is not available in closed form, it is possible to approximate it with Newton’s method. To this end, a good seed (initial guess) is required for finding the inverse. Moreover, one needs to know the Jacobian of the map, which may not be well-defined or become singular at certain points. Such requirements are often not practical in applications, as is illustrated with the example of the highly interrupted cutting tool [21] in §4.4.

In this paper we present an algorithm to compute the stable manifold of a saddle point of a planar map, without requiring any knowledge of its inverse map, either explicitly or approximately. In particular, our algorithm can also be used in the case where the map is noninvertible, so that multiple pre-images may exist. The algorithm grows the manifold point by point. A new point is found by searching for an intersection point of the image of a circle around the last computed point with the part of the manifold that was already computed. We refer to this as the Search Circle (SC) algorithm. By pre-specifying certain accuracy parameters, a good resolution of the manifold is achieved.

Another computational technique that does not require knowledge of the inverse map is the PIM-triple (Proper Interior Maximum) technique [15], also known as straddling, to compute chaotic saddles. It can be used to find saddle straddle trajectories that remain in a given region for a long period of time. If the region contains a saddle point then points on the stable manifold are found because they remain in the region indefinitely. However, the PIM-triple technique has not been used to compute long pieces of stable manifolds.

The SC algorithm is fully implemented in the DsTool environment [1]. The user may download the code for linking with the Tcl/Tk version of DsTool; see [24] for details. All images in this paper were produced with this implementation.

The performance of the SC algorithm is demonstrated with four examples. First we consider a simple test map, the shear map [10], for which the inverse is known explicitly. Secondly, we compute the stable manifold of a modified Ikeda map (without an explicit inverse), which was computed in [9] by approximating the inverse with Newton’s method. Our third example is of a map with different numbers of branches of the inverse in different regions of the phase plane. The map was introduced in [14] and we compute parts of the stable manifold, which has infinitely many disjoint branches, for the first time. Our last example is a map of a highly interrupted cutting tool [21]. It does not have an explicit inverse and the map is only piecewise smooth.

The outline of this paper is as follows. First we introduce in §2 the notation and explain some of the mathematical concepts. Then, in §3 we explain the SC algorithm. In §4 we investigate its performance with four examples of planar maps. In §5 we draw conclusions and point to open problems.
2. Mathematical setting. We consider a discrete dynamical system with a two-dimensional state space, given by a continuous map

\[ f : \mathbb{R}^2 \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^2. \]

If \( f \) is not orientation preserving we consider its second iterate. We assume that \( f \) has a fixed point \( x_0 = f(x_0) \) and that \( f \) is differentiable in a neighborhood of \( x_0 \), but it may not have a unique inverse.

The fixed point \( x_0 \) of \( f \) is a saddle if the Jacobian matrix \( Df(x_0) \) has one stable eigenvalue \( \lambda_s \) inside the unit circle and one unstable eigenvalue \( \lambda_u \) outside the unit circle. The Stable Manifold Theorem [16] guarantees that there exist local stable and unstable manifolds \( W^s_{\text{loc}}(x_0) \) and \( W^u_{\text{loc}}(x_0) \) tangent at \( x_0 \) to the stable and unstable eigenspaces \( E^s(x_0) \) and \( E^u(x_0) \), respectively.

The stable manifold \( W^s(x_0) \) of \( x_0 \) is defined as the set of points that converges to \( x_0 \) under forward iteration of \( f \),

\[ W^s(x_0) = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^2 : f^n(x) \rightarrow x_0 \text{ as } n \rightarrow \infty \}. \]

Similarly, the unstable manifold \( W^u(x_0) \) of \( x_0 \) consists of points that converge to \( x_0 \) under backward iteration of the map \( f \). In terms of forward iterates, this is defined as

\[ W^u(x_0) = \left\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^2 : \exists \{ q_k \}_{k=0}^{\infty}, q_0 = x \text{ and } f(q_{k+1}) = q_k \text{ such that } \lim_{k \rightarrow \infty} q_k = x \right\}. \]

The unstable manifold can also be expressed in terms of the successive union of images of the local unstable manifold \( W^u_{\text{loc}}(x_0) \), namely

\[ W^u(x_0) = \bigcup_{n=1}^{\infty} f^n(W^u_{\text{loc}}(x_0)). \]

Note that even if \( f \) is noninvertible, the images of \( W^u_{\text{loc}}(x_0) \) will be unique and, hence, the unstable manifold will be simply connected in the phase space.

The global stable manifold \( W^s(x_0) \) is similarly defined as the union of the successive pre-images of \( W^u_{\text{loc}}(x_0) \). However, if multiple inverses exist, then all pre-images, even if disjoint from the main branch, are part of the stable manifold. Hence the stable manifold may or may not be simply connected in phase space.

In §4.3 we examine a noninvertible map from [14]. We find that the stable manifold contains segments with more than one pre-image and is, therefore, no longer simply connected. If this is the case, then there exist curves that separate the phase space into regions with different numbers of pre-images. The stable manifold may cross these curves where the derivative of the map vanishes. Adopting the notation in [14] we define the curves

\[ J_0 = \{ x \mid Df(x) \text{ is singular} \} \text{ and } J_1 = f(J_0). \]

(Note that in a two-dimensional state space \( J_0 \) typically defines a critical curve. The image of this curve, \( J_1 \), divides the phase space into regions with constant number of pre-images.) The curve \( J_1 \) is also called the \emph{Ligne Critique}, or \emph{LC} [3, 14].
3. The Algorithm. The Search Circle (SC) algorithm uses the idea of growing a one-dimensional manifold in steps by adding new points according to the local curvature properties of the manifold. The difference between the SC algorithm and the algorithm from [10] lies in how the next point is found. The algorithm from [10] would use the inverse $f^{-1}$ for finding the next point. The SC algorithm on the other hand, finds a new point close to the last computed point that maps under $f$ to a piece of the manifold that was already computed. Before we explain this in detail, recall the basic idea of growing the manifold step by step.

3.1. Growing the manifold. The algorithm produces a piecewise linear approximation of $W^s(x_0)$ by computing an ordered list of points $M = \{p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_N\}$ at varying distance from each other. We use a linear approximation for $W^s_{\text{loc}}(x_0)$, so new points, and in particular $p_{k+1}$, must map back onto the piece of the manifold that has been computed so far. Indeed, if $f^{-1}$ is known, then we could search the previously computed part of the manifold to find a point that maps at distance $\Delta_k$ from $p_k$ under $f^{-1}$. This is the method used in [10] to compute the stable manifold. We wish to avoid the use of $f^{-1}$ and use a different method, which is explained in detail in §3.2.

We do use the strategy of [10] to ensure an acceptable resolution of the curve according to pre-specified accuracy parameters. In particular, we monitor $\alpha_k$, the angle between $p_{k-1}$, $p_k$ and $p_{k+1}$, and the product $\Delta_k \alpha_k$. We approximate $\alpha_k$ by

$$\alpha_k = 2 \sin^{-1} \left( \frac{\|\tilde{p} - p_{k-1}\|}{2\|p_k - p_{k-1}\|} \right) \approx \left\| \frac{p_k - p_{k-1}}{\|p_k - p_{k-1}\|} \right\|,$$

where

$$\tilde{p} = p_k + \frac{\|p_k - p_{k-1}\|}{\|p_k - p_{k+1}\|} (p_k - p_{k+1})$$

is the point on the line through $p_k$ and $p_{k+1}$ that lies at the same distance from $p_k$ as $p_{k-1}$. We check the conditions

\begin{align*}
(3.1) & \quad \alpha_k < \alpha_{\text{max}} \quad \text{and} \\
(3.2) & \quad \Delta_k \alpha_k < (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{max}}.
\end{align*}

Condition (3.1) ensures that the resolution of the curve is maintained and condition (3.2) controls the local interpolation error. The new point $p_{k+1}$ is accepted if it satisfies the above criteria. If one of the criteria is not satisfied, then we replace $\Delta_k$ by $\frac{1}{2} \Delta_k$ and repeat the procedure to find a new candidate for $p_{k+1}$. We set $\Delta_k = 2 \Delta_k$ if both $\alpha_k > \alpha_{\text{min}}$ and $\Delta_k \alpha_k > (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{min}}$ for a user-specified choice of parameters $\alpha_{\text{min}}$ and $(\Delta \alpha)_{\text{min}}$. This ensures that the number of points used to approximate the manifold is in some sense optimized for the required accuracy constraints. Note that, at sharp folds it may be necessary to accept $\alpha_k > \alpha_{\text{max}}$ due to $\Delta_k$ becoming very small. In this case we accept the point if $\Delta_k < \Delta_{\text{min}}$, where $\Delta_{\text{min}}$ is also a predefined parameter, and note the occurrence; see [10] for more details.
3.2. The Search Circle (SC) method. Now, we explain how the next point along $W^s p$ is found when $f^{-1}$ is unknown. The SC algorithm finds the point $p_{k+1}$ at distance $\Delta_k$ from $p_k$ that maps back onto a piece of manifold that was already computed. The method is illustrated in Figure 3.1. We know that $p_{k+1}$ must lie somewhere on a circle of radius $\Delta_k$ centered at $p_k$. The image of this circle must then intersect a previously computed part of the manifold. Note that the circle centered at $p_k$ itself necessarily intersects the manifold that has been computed so far. Hence, its image intersects the manifold at the image of this intersection point. If $\Delta_k$ is small enough, there will be a unique second intersection, which is the image of the point $p_{k+1}$ that we wish to find. As depicted in Figure 3.1, the point $p_{k+1}$ must lie somewhere on the green circle $C(p_k, \Delta_k)$ in Figure 3.1. The image $f(C(p_k, \Delta_k))$ of this circle is the closed loop shown in magenta. If $\Delta_k$ is small enough then $f(C(p_k, \Delta_k))$ will only intersect the manifold twice; one of the intersections we are not interested in as it is the image of a point on the previously computed manifold. The other point intersects the segment, say $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$, of the approximated manifold and it is the image of $p_{k+1}$, as indicated by the arrow. The point that maps to this intersection is our candidate for $p_{k+1}$.

The accuracy constraint (3.1) puts an upper bound on the allowable angle between consecutive segments. We can ensure immediately that $\alpha_k$ does not exceed $\alpha_{\text{max}}$ by only searching the part of the circle that satisfies this criterion. We denote this search region by $C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k)$, which is the arc between $p_{\text{start}}$ and $p_{\text{end}}$; see the segment of the green circle in Figure 3.1 enclosed by the black lines. The image of this segment is the thick magenta curve $f(C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k))$. Note that this automatically ensures that we do not accidentally search for a pre-image of the other intersection point (that we are not interested in).

In order to find $p_{k+1}$ we need to decide which segment of the calculated manifold contains the intersection point with $f(C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k))$. We first try the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$ that was used in the previous step to find a candidate for $p_{k+1}$. If the image of this candidate lies on the line through $p_{i-1}$ and $p_i$ but not in the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$, we discard this point and repeat the algorithm with the following segment $[p_i, p_{i+1}]$ to find a new candidate for $p_{k+1}$. (If the map has multiple pre-images then we may need to search for $f(p_{k+1})$ on the previous segment $[p_{i-2}, p_{i-1}]$; see the noninvertible example in §4.3.)
We use bisection on $C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k)$ to find a candidate for the point $p_{k+1}$ that maps onto the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$. We do not need the point to lie directly on the segment, because this is only an approximation of the manifold. Therefore, we allow the point to lie at a maximum distance of $\varepsilon_B$ from the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$, which we call our bisection error; see §3.6 for a discussion on the bisection error. In this procedure we require that $p_{\text{start}}$ and $p_{\text{end}}$ lie on opposite sides of $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$. Our attempts at finding $p_{k+1}$, which we call $p_{\text{try}}$, are considered by assessing the sign of $\langle \vec{V}, \vec{W} \rangle$, where $\vec{V} = f(p_{\text{try}}) - p_i$ and $\vec{W}$ is a vector perpendicular to $p_{i-1} - p_i$, such that the product is positive if $f(p_{\text{try}})$ lies on the same side as $f(p_{\text{start}})$ and negative if $f(p_{\text{try}})$ lies on the same side as $f(p_{\text{end}})$. We stop as soon as the normal distance from $f(p_{\text{try}})$ to the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$ is less than $\varepsilon_B$.

Note that, occasionally, $p_{\text{start}}$ and $p_{\text{end}}$ may not be on opposite sides of the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$. For example, if there is a sharp fold in the manifold, or if the point $f(p_{k+1})$ does not lie in the interval $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$. In the latter case the point will be rejected anyway. Otherwise, we increase $\alpha_k$ and a warning message is given; see [10] for a further discussion of sharp folds.

Once we have found a candidate for $p_{k+1}$ whose image lies within a normal distance $\varepsilon_B$ to the line through $p_{i-1}$ and $p_i$ and also in the segment $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$, we then check the accuracy conditions (3.1) and (3.2). If the candidate for $p_{k+1}$ is acceptable then it is added to the list of points $M$ and $\Delta_k$ is adjusted if necessary.

Figure 3.2 shows the algorithm in practice, computing the stable manifold for the shear map from (§4.1). Figure 3.2(a) shows the algorithm searching for $p_{k+1}$, with the points $p_{\text{start}}$ and $p_{\text{end}}$ in dark green, and the successive points $p_{\text{try}}$ of the bisection in light green. Figure 3.2(b) shows the images of these search points, getting closer to the segment $[p_i, p_{i-1}]$. The point $p_{k+1}$ was accepted and the new segment $[p_k, p_{k+1}]$ was added to the approximation of $W^s(p)$. 

Fig. 3.2. Computing the stable manifold for the shear map. Searching $C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k)$ using bisection to find $p_{k+1}$ (a) and the images of the light green points on $C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k)$ in (a) on $f(C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k))$ (b). Only $f(p_{k+1})$ also lies on $[p_{i-1}, p_i]$. Therefore, only $p_{k+1} \in C_\alpha(p_k, \Delta_k)$ lies on $W^s(x_0)$. 


3.3. Estimating the initial value for $\Delta_1$. When we start our algorithm from the saddle point, the first point $p_1$ is taken at a small distance $\delta$ along the stable eigendirection, $E_s(x_0)$. It is not straightforward what value to choose for $\Delta_1$. This distance must be much smaller than restricted by the accuracy criteria, because the manifold stretches relatively little close to the fixed point. We cannot just iterate the endpoints as we do not know the inverse, but we wish to grow the manifold such that $p_k \approx f(p_{k+1})$.

Hence, our aim is to add a new point $p_2$ at distance $\Delta_1$ from $p_1$, such that the point $f(p_2)$ lies on $[x_0,p_1]$ very close to $p_1$. If we choose $\Delta_1$ too small, then the algorithm computes too many mesh points close to the saddle. However, if we choose $\Delta_1$ too large, then the image of the segment $C_\alpha(p_k,\Delta_k)$ does not intersect $[x_0,p_1]$ at all. A good estimated for $\Delta_1$ is found as follows. The stable eigenvalue $\lambda_s$ is the linear contraction along the stable eigenvector. Near the saddle, we may use $\lambda_s$ as an estimate of the nonlinear contraction, so that the initial estimate is

$$\Delta_1 = \delta_1 \left( \frac{1}{\lambda_s} - 1 \right)$$

where $\delta_1 = \delta$ is the distance from $x_0$ to $p_1$. Since $\Delta_1$ may still be too large, we search over the interval $\Delta_1 \pm \frac{1}{2}\Delta_1$ on a line through $x_0$ and $p_1$ to find an acceptable $\Delta_1$. We use bisection on points in this interval to find points that map close to $p_1$, assessing which side the points lie of a line perpendicular to the line through $x_0$ and $p_1$. We do not have to be exactly on this line but we have to ensure that we do not choose $\Delta_1$ too large. Once we have found an acceptable $\Delta_1$, then the normal SC algorithm is applied. This method may need to be applied several times to find acceptable $\Delta_k$’s until the accuracy conditions are met.

3.4. Maps with multiple inverses. For a map with multiple pre-images, the image of $W^s(x_0)$ may cover parts of the manifold several times. In fact, it is possible that the image of one branch of $W^s(x_0)$ covers part of other branch even though the eigenvalues are positive; an example of this phenomenon is investigated in §4.3. In this case the images of points that are added to the manifold traverse back along the computed branch until the fixed point is reached again. That is, the new point that is added to the computed branch is another pre-image of the saddle point, which lies by definition on $W^s(x_0)$. At this moment, further new points map to the other side of the saddle, that is, they lie on the branch that has not been computed yet. Therefore, we must stop and compute this other branch first before the present branch can be grown further. It may be necessary to stop several times and swap between the growth of the two branches to grow one or both up to the required arclength.

In noninvertible maps there may also be disjoint parts of the manifold. The SC algorithm can also be used to find these. This is done by selecting, for example, pre-images of the saddle point that do not lie on the manifold computed so far. The next point is then found without using our $\alpha$-bounds. Instead we are allowed to search the whole circle for points that map back onto the main branch of the stable manifold. At this initial step we use $\Delta_k = \delta$. Note that when computing a disjoint branch, the SC method can start as soon as one point on the manifold has been found and no fundamental domain needs to be constructed; see the example of the noninvertible map in §4.3.
3.5. **DsTool implementation.** The SC algorithm has been fully implemented in the Tcl/Tk version of DsTool environment [1]. The code can be downloaded as an extension module to DsTool and is available with this article; see [24]. The installation procedure is straightforward and instructions are included with the code.

Note that our module can be viewed as a replacement of the module presented in [12], which implements the algorithm in [10]. The implementation of the SC algorithm has been combined with that algorithm so that the unstable manifold can be computed with the method of [10] and the stable manifold using either method depending on
whether the inverse is known or not. The window that appears in DsTool when using
the module allows the user to choose which method to use to calculate the stable
manifold. In fact, it is possible to directly compare the two algorithms in cases where
\( f^{-1} \) is known or approximated by Newton’s method.

A screenshot of the module window in DsTool is shown in Figure 3.3. The win-
dow is essentially the same as presented in [12] but with some additional features
incorporating the SC algorithm. Firstly, the user can decide which branch to com-
pute: positive side, negative side or both sides, using the selection menu at the top.
Below that, one can specify the initial step size \( \delta \), and the required arclength of both
the stable and unstable manifold computations. Note that it is now possible to only
compute, say, the stable manifold without setting the arclength for the unstable man-
ifold to zero. Next follow the accuracy parameters \( \alpha_{\text{max}}, (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{min}}, (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{max}}, \Delta_{\text{min}} \),
that are used by both algorithms; see §3.1. The parameter \( \varepsilon \) is the uncertainty factor
from [10]. Note that this is not the bisection error \( \varepsilon_B \) used in the SC algorithm. The
parameter convergence controls the detection of convergence to a fixed point. This
happens when the manifold has finite arclength.

The user is now able to select the method from the drop-down menu that should be
used to compute the stable manifold. The options are using an Explicit/Approximate
inverse, the Monte Carlo method and the Search Circle method. If Explicit/Approximate
inverse or Monte Carlo method is selected then the algorithm from [10] will be used
to compute the stable manifold. The Monte Carlo method uses random seeds for
Newton’s method to find the inverse, whether an inverse has been defined or not. If
no explicit or approximate inverse is defined, then the Explicit/Approximate inverse
option will not appear in the drop-down menu.

If the Search Circle method is selected, then two extra parameters appear. The
bisection error \( \varepsilon_B \) is set in bisection error. The parameter iteration max is only used
when the map has multiple inverses; see §4.3 for more details. The final drop-down
menu allows the user to extend the manifold from a selected point. If this option is
selected then the algorithm will try and extend disjoint parts of the manifold from
points saved in the DsTool Selected window. This is important for cases where the
map has multiple inverses, such that disjoint branches of the manifold exist. The user
must first find a point on a disjoint branch. This can be done, for example, by using
Newton’s method in combination with Monte Carlo seeds for finding pre-images of
the fixed points that do not lie on the branches computed so far.

3.6. Comment on accuracy. A complete discussion of the accuracy of the
basic algorithm is given in [6] and [10]. Our method introduces an additional error,
which does not appear in [10], due to the bisection error \( \varepsilon_B \). This is a parameter of
the computation, and we can make it as small as we like. It is not practical to set
this parameter to zero, but by setting it to the same order as the interpolation error,
the overall error is of the order given in [10].

4. Examples. In this section we use the SC algorithm to compute approxima-
tions of the stable manifolds of four planar maps.

The same accuracy parameters were used throughout in the following examples,
unless otherwise stated. The initial step is \( \delta = 10^{-3} \) and the other accuracy pa-
rameters are \( \alpha_{\text{min}} = 0.2, \alpha_{\text{max}} = 0.3, (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{min}} = 10^{-6}, (\Delta \alpha)_{\text{max}} = 10^{-5} \) and
\( \Delta_{\text{min}} = 10^{-4} \). We chose a bisection error \( \varepsilon_B = 10^{-6} \) for all calculations.

We begin with the shear map in §4.1. The shear map is an ideal test case for all
algorithms computing stable and unstable manifolds. Namely, the local stable and
unstable manifolds are the coordinate axes of the system and there is a homoclinic
tangency for a specific parameter value. Therefore, we know that the algorithm is accurate if the folds of the manifolds are tangent to the axes in a neighborhood of the origin.

Our next example, in §4.2, is a modified form of the Ikeda map. It was introduced in [9] as an example of a map that does not have an inverse in closed analytic form. We use this map for comparison to the algorithm in [9], which uses Newton’s method to approximate the inverse.

The case of a map with multiple inverses is used in §4.3. Here, the stable manifold consists of many disjoint curves, and our algorithm computes the simply connected piece that contains the fixed point without difficulty; disjoint parts can be computed as well if locations of the respective pre-images of the fixed point are known.

Finally we discuss a model of a highly interrupted cutting tool in §4.4. Most real-life systems are either noninvertible or are hard to invert due to their complexity. For this map, which is the real-life mechanical system from [21] describing a cutting tool, the Jacobian of the system is discontinuous along a straight line in phase space. (The map can be split into two diffeomorphisms each having a unique inverse and the manifolds are continuous across the smoothness boundary.) We compute the stable and unstable manifolds even though they cross the smoothness boundary. To our knowledge, global manifolds of piecewise-smooth systems have not been computed before.

4.1. The shear map. The shear map was first introduced in [10], and is based on an abstract construction given in [17]. The map is such that the origin is always a saddle point and the local stable and unstable manifolds are the coordinate axes of the system.

The shear map is a composition of simple linear saddle-type behavior with a nonlinear shear that is effective only away from a neighborhood of the origin. The
linear map is defined as

\[ \phi \left( \begin{array}{c} x \\ y \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} \lambda^u x \\ \lambda^s y \end{array} \right) \]

where the stable and unstable eigenvalues \( 0 < \lambda^s \leq (\lambda^u)^{-1} < 1 \) are fixed parameters.

The nonlinear shear \( \psi_c \), depends on the parameter \( c \) and is defined as

\[ \psi_c \left( \begin{array}{c} x \\ y \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} x - c \, s(x + y) \\ y + c \, s(x + y) \end{array} \right) \]

where,

\[ s(z) = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{for } z \leq 1, \\ (z - 1)^2 & \text{for } z > 1. \end{cases} \]

Hence \( \psi_c \) produces a quadratic shear along the diagonals \( x + y = \text{const} > 1 \). The shear map is defined as the composition

\[ \Psi_c = \psi_c \circ \phi. \]

By construction, \( W^u(0) \) contains the half-line \( \{x \in (-\infty, 1], y = 0\} \) and \( W^u(0) \) contains \( \{y \in (-\infty, 1/\lambda^u], x = 0\} \). There is a value \( c = c^* \in [0, \lambda^u] \) for which there is
Fig. 4.3. The stable manifold of the modified Ikeda map up to arclength 150 calculated using the SC method. \((A = 1, b = 0.9, e = 1, \phi = 0.4, q = 6)\)

a first homoclinic tangency. The homoclinic tangency for \(\lambda^u = 0.4\) and \(\lambda = 2.0\) was found to be at \(c^* \approx 0.811580\), which is precise up to five digits; see [10]. Figure 4.1 shows the stable and unstable manifolds of the shear map both computed using the SC algorithm at this homoclinic tangency. Here \(\Psi_c\) was used to calculate \(W^s(0)\), shown in blue, and \(\Psi_c^{-1}\) was used to calculate \(W^u(0)\), shown in red. That is, we calculated \(W^u(0)\) as the stable manifold of \(\Psi_c^{-1}\) (Note that one would not normally use the inverse to calculate an unstable manifold but we did this for testing purposes because \(W^u(0)\) is compact, while \(W^s(0)\) is not).

Figure 4.1(b) shows the results of our computation, where we zoomed in near the fixed point, a test that was also performed in [10]. There are no visible differences in the two computations. Note that the limit of numerical accuracy was reached near the fixed point: the last fold of \(W^s(0)\) crosses \(W^u(0)\), but the last fold of \(W^u(0)\) just misses \(W^s(0)\).

Figure 4.2 shows in red a close-up piece of \(W^u(0)\) calculated using \(\Psi_c\) and the algorithm from [10]. The black points are on the stable manifold of \(\Psi_c^{-1}\) computed with the SC algorithm. Here we used the larger values \((\Delta \alpha)_{\text{min}} = 10^{-5}\) and \((\Delta \alpha)_{\text{max}} = 10^{-4}\) to demonstrate how the distribution of points is adapted to the curvature. Despite the lower accuracy, the black points computed with the SC method lie exactly on the red manifold.
4.2. Modified Ikeda map. The Ikeda map describes the dynamics of an optical ring laser cavity [5, 8]. A modification of the Ikeda map is used in [9] as an example of a system that does not have a closed analytic form of the inverse map. It is defined by

\[
g \left( \begin{array}{c} x \\ y \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} A + bx \cos m - cy \sin m \\ by \cos m + ex \sin m \end{array} \right),
\]

where

\[
m = \phi - \frac{q}{1 + x^2 + y^2}
\]

and \(A, b, e, \phi\) and \(q\) are parameters of the system. The standard Ikeda map has \(b = e\), and it is possible to find an explicit inverse. We consider \(b = 0.9, e = 1\) and use \(A = 1, \phi = 0.4\) and \(q = 6\) as was done in [9]. Figure 4.3 shows the stable manifold of the saddle \((1.08332, -2.40796)\) indicated by a green cross, computed up to arclength 150. The two branches of the stable manifold are shown in blue; one of the branches immediately goes to infinity; the other branch stretches and folds as it forms a homoclinic tangle creating a chaotic saddle, while at the same time also going to infinity. This branch is computed to approximately the same arclength as shown in [9, Figure 3], where 17 iterates of a fundamental domain were computed and the inverse was approximated by Newton's method. (The exact fundamental domain is not specified in [9].) There appear to be no differences in the approximations of the stable manifold between Figure 4.3 and [9, Figure 3].

4.3. A noninvertible map. A noninvertible map was investigated in [14] to locate pre-images and determine regions of the phase space where there are different numbers of pre-images. The map is given as

\[
\Lambda \left( \begin{array}{c} x \\ y \end{array} \right) = \left( \begin{array}{c} x^4 + \nu x^2 + xy + \mu x \\ (1 + a) y + b + \epsilon x^2 \end{array} \right),
\]

As in [14] we set \(\mu = a = b = \epsilon = 0.1\) and \(\nu = -1.9\). The map \(\Lambda\) has a saddle fixed point at \(p = (0, -b/a) = (0, -1)\) with a negative stable eigenvalue. In [14] the phase space is separated into regions that have different numbers of pre-images by the curve \(J_1\), which is the image of the curve \(J_0\), that defines where the derivative of the map vanishes; see §2. The authors of [14] compute successive pre-images of \(p\) to demonstrate this. The stable manifold \(W^s(p)\) contains all these pre-images, but the manifold itself is not computed in [14].

The computation of the stable manifold for such a map is difficult because it typically crosses curves where the Jacobian vanishes. Algorithms that use Newton’s method, like in [9], will fail to reproduce the complex structure of \(W^s(p)\). At best only parts of the connected piece containing \(p\) can be computed up to \(J_0\).

We use the built-in algorithm of DsTool for comparison of computing the stable manifold of this map. Figure 4.4(a) shows the result of taking 10 points uniformly distributed on a fundamental domain with \(\delta = 10^{-6}\) and iterating these backward 200 times with Newton’s method. Since DsTool uses random seeds, the successive pre-images of \(p\) already give an idea of what \(W^s(p)\) looks like. Also shown is the period-two repellor (red squares) that form the endpoints of the primary branch of \(W^s(p)\). Figure 4.4(b) by comparison shows all points that map to the saddle after 15 iterations, as in [14]. The number of iterations needed to reach the saddle is indicated
The stable (blue) and unstable (red) manifolds of the map defined in (4.2) with $\mu = a = b = \epsilon = 0.1$ and $\nu = -1.9$. The red squares in panels (a), (b) and the corresponding squares in panel (c) are a period-two repellor. The other squares in panel (c) are pre-images of this period-two repellor. Panel (a) shows the manifolds computed using the built-in method of DsTool and panel (b) shows all points that map onto the saddle after at most 15 iterations. The color of the points indicates the number of iterations it takes to map to the saddle point; see the color bar. Panel (c) shows the stable manifold computed using the SC method up to arclength 10. (The unstable manifold is computed up to arclength 10, shown in red.) Note how the manifold is extended from selected pre-images of the saddle point. All points on the disjoint branches of manifold map to the primary branch within 12 iterations.
by color, ranging from green (1 iterate) to blue (15 iterates). This color coding is indicated in the color bar and it is maintained throughout the other figures in this example.

Figure 4.4(c) shows, in blue, parts of the stable manifold computed using the SC algorithm. Note that the computations are done using \( \Lambda^2 \) to preserve the orientation. The unstable manifold is shown in red and was computed using the algorithm in [10]. This manifold is the line \( x = 0 \). The primary branch of \( W^s(p) \), namely the simply connected curve containing \( p \), ends at a period-two repellor and contains a number of pre-images that map directly onto the saddle point. The disjoint parts of the manifold are also computed using the SC algorithm. Indeed they are grown by starting at pre-images of \( p \) indicated by the green crosses in the Figure 4.4(c); the necessary modification of our algorithm is discussed later. The curves \( J_0 \) and \( J_1 \) are shown in gray. Inside the wedge formed by \( J_1 \) the map \( \Lambda \) has four pre-images, whereas outside it there are at most two. Hence, the primary branch of \( W^s(p) \) consists both of points with four and with two pre-images.

Figure 4.5 gives a schematic representation of the the primary branch and its image under \( \Lambda^2 \). The primary branch with the period-two repellors as its end points is shown as a straight line. The saddle point \( p \) is the cross in the center. The pre-images of \( p \) are marked in the figure by the number of iterations of \( \Lambda \) that it takes to map to \( p \), up to \( \Lambda^4 \). Also marked are the intersections with the curves \( J_{-1}, J_0, J_1 \) and \( J_2 \), where \( J_{-1} \) is the pre-image of \( J_0 \) (effectively \( J_{-1} \) is part of the \( J_0 \) curve of \( \Lambda^2 \) and \( J_2 = \Lambda(J_1) = \Lambda^2(J_0) \). Consecutive sections on the primary branch are indicated by alternating colors, green for the left branch and blue for the right branch. Correspondingly colored pieces of the \( \Lambda^2 \)-image of the manifold are shown above and below the primary branch.

To help interpret this figure, let us start by examining the right-hand side of the primary branch. The SC algorithm grows the manifold starting from a fundamental domain with \( \delta = 10^{-3} \). The segment from the saddle point up to its first intersection with \( J_{-1} \) is mapped one-to-one to the segment up to the intersection with \( J_1 \), which is indicated by the similarly colored piece of the manifold shown immediately above the primary branch. The next segment from the intersection with \( J_{-1} \) to the point marked 2, indicated by the lighter color, is then mapped back to the piece of manifold
Fig. 4.6. The stable manifold of the map defined in (4.2) with \(\mu = a = b = c = 0.1\) and \(\nu = -1.9\). Panels (a) and (c) show points on the primary branch, and a pre-image of the primary branch computed using the built-in method of DsTool. Panels (b) and (d) show the primary branch and a pre-image of the primary branch computed using the SC method. The color of the crosses is as in Figure 4.4 indicated by the number of iterations needed for the point to map to the saddle point.

...
manifold maps to segments of manifold on the other side of the saddle under $\Lambda^2$. The section would map back to the right side of the manifold under $\Lambda^3$, which is a segment of manifold we have already computed.

The segment containing the two points marked 4 map to the entire right branch under $\Lambda^2$. The image of the left branch folds similarly, covering part of the right branch up to $J_2 = \Lambda(J_1)$.

In [14] it was observed that the set of pre-images appears to contain teardrop-shaped clusters that are mapped onto each other. We compute other disjoint branches of $W^s(p)$ by selecting pre-images of the saddle point that lie on these teardrop-shaped branches. These points are shown in Figure 4.4(c) as green crosses (color coded relative to the number of iterations it takes to map to $p$). In the next step we apply the SC algorithm to find a new point that maps to the primary branch of the manifold. We can now continue along any branch of manifold found mapping back to the primary branch. As was done earlier, it is sometimes necessary to change the number of iterates of $\mathcal{F}$ that are used.

In Figure 4.6 we zoom into the primary branch and a pre-image of the primary branch of $W^s(p)$. Figures 4.6(a) and 4.6(c) show the primary branch and a pre-image of the primary branch, computed using Newton’s method with the built-in algorithm of DsTool (again only 10 points on a fundamental domain were iterated backward 200 times). Figures 4.6(b) and 4.6(d) show the same branches of $W^s(p)$ computed using the SC method. Overlaid on the branches are pre-images of the fixed point indicated by a colored cross and labeled according to the number of iterations it takes to map back to $p$. The endpoints of these branches end up at pre-images of the period-two repellor but in themselves they are not period-two points. We can see how pre-images of $p$ on the secondary branch map to pre-images on the primary branch.

In Figure 4.6(d) we labeled the pre-images of the $J_0$ and $J_1$ curves as follows. We define $J_0^{-1} \supseteq J_{-1}$ such that $\Lambda(J_0^{-1}) = J_0$ and $J_1^{-1} \supseteq J_0$ such that $\Lambda(J_1^{-1}) = J_1$.

Note that there certainly exists a pre-image of the unstable manifold in Figures 4.6(c) & (d) but this pre-image is not part of the unstable manifold, because the manifold in only forward invariant and is connected to the saddle point.

### 4.4. The highly interrupted cutting map.

We consider a piecewise smooth map given in [21] that models a cutting tool. The tool oscillates with a fixed frequency of period $\tau$. This period is made up of two parts, $\tau_1 + \tau_2 = \tau$. The tool oscillates freely for time $\tau_1$ when the tool is not in contact with the workpiece and the machine re-adjusts its position depending on the thickness of the previous cut. The tool then cuts for time $\tau_2$, which is small compared to $\tau$. The map describes the changes in the height $x_j$ of the cutting tool and its velocity $v_j$ at the moment just after the cutting time $\tau_2$. The map is defined as

\[
\begin{align*}
x(t_{j+1}) &= A_{11} x(t_j) + A_{12} v(t_j), \\
v(t_{j+1}) &= A_{21} x(t_j) + A_{22} v(t_j) + F(x(t_j), v(t_j)),
\end{align*}
\]

where $A_{11}, A_{12}, A_{21}$ and $A_{22}$ are functions of the period $\tau$ and the relative damping factor $\zeta$, namely

\[
\begin{align*}
A_{11} &= e^{-\zeta \tau} \left( \cos \left( \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau \right) + \zeta \sin \left( \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau \right) \right), \\
A_{12} &= e^{-\zeta \tau} \sin \left( \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau \right), \\
A_{21} &= -\frac{e^{-\zeta \tau}}{1 - \zeta^2} \sin \left( \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau \right), \\
A_{22} &= \frac{e^{-\zeta \tau}}{1 - \zeta^2} \left( \cos \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau - \zeta \sin \left( \sqrt{1 - \zeta^2} \tau \right) \right).
\end{align*}
\]
Fig. 4.7. Panel (a) shows the stable (blue) and unstable (red) manifolds of the saddle $p$ of the map defined in (4.3) for $\zeta = 0.01$, $\tau = 2$, $h_0 = 1$, $K_2 = 0.87$. We computed the stable manifold up to arclength 400 and the unstable manifold up to arclength 10. The gray line indicates the smoothness boundary. Crosses with the same colors are part of the same orbit on the stable manifold, which indicates how sharp corners on the manifold map to intersections with the smoothness boundary. An enlargement of $W^u(p)$ is shown in panel (b); the black crosses on the unstable manifold are images of the intersection point with the smoothness boundary. This clearly shows how sharp corners emanate from the smoothness boundary.
The function $F$ in the equation for $v(t_{j+1})$ is defined as

$$F(x(t_j), v(t_j)) = \begin{cases} \frac{\tau_2}{m\omega^n} F_c(h), & \text{if } h = h_0 + x(t_j) - A_{11}x(t_j) - A_{12}v(t_j) > 0, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases}$$

Here, $m$ is the mass of the tool, $h_0$ is the feed during one cutting period and $\omega_n$ is the natural damping frequency. The cutting force $F_c(h)$ is estimated by the three-quarters rule, an empirical formula, giving $F_c(h) = Knw^{3/4}$ for some parameter $K$, where $w$ is the chip width and $h$ defines the cutting depth. This term is only included for $h = h_0 - A_{11}x(t_j) - A_{12}v(t_j) + x(t_j) > 0$, that is when the tool cuts the material, and is zero otherwise; see [21] for more details on the derivation of this model. We combine the constants $\tau_2$, $m$, $\omega_n$, $w$ and the parameter $K$ giving a new parameter $K_2$. The equation $h = 0$ defines a straight line in $(x, v)$-space along which the system is not differentiable. The map (4.3) is complicated and finding an explicit inverse is impractical.

Figure 4.7 shows the piecewise smooth manifolds of the map defined in (4.3). For our computation we chose $\zeta = 0.01$, $\tau = 2$ and $h_0 = 1$. For $K_2 = 0.87$ there is a saddle point $p$ at $x_e = 0.27932$, $v_e = 0.43835$, with two negative eigenvalues. This is indicated by a green cross in the figure. Figure 4.7(a) shows the two branches of the stable manifold in blue computed up to arclength 400 using the SC method for the second iterate of the map. The unstable manifold, shown in red, is computed up to arclength 10 using the algorithm from [10].

The branches of the stable manifold spiral outward with obvious non-smooth corners. The branches of the unstable manifold also have non-smooth corners as they approach the period-two repellor; see the enlargement in Figure 4.7(b). The gray line shows the smoothness boundary (switching manifold) along which $h = 0$.

The fixed point is not on the boundary, so in a neighborhood of the saddle the system is smooth and smooth local manifolds exist. The global stable manifold is non-smooth at the point where it intersects the smoothness boundary, but there are also non-smooth points not on this boundary. These non-smooth points are pre-images of intersections with the smoothness boundary, so the non-smoothness propagates backward along the manifold. Hence, the stable manifold is smooth until it arrives at the smoothness boundary or a pre-image of the smoothness boundary. To illustrate this, some of the intersections with the boundary are marked by a colored cross and a zero in Figure 4.7. Points that map to these intersection points are indicated by similarly colored crosses labeled with a number indicating the number of iterations it takes to map to the first intersection point.

Figure 4.7(b) shows a close-up of the unstable manifold. The unstable manifold was computed with the algorithm in [10], and accumulates on a period-two attractor. We see that the intersection of the unstable manifold with the smoothness boundary are smooth, but sharp corners propagate forward along the manifold from this intersection point.

In [21] the authors perform a bifurcation analysis on the parameter $K$. We can similarly vary the parameter $K_2$. For $K_2^* = 0.856468$ there is a sub-critical period-doubling bifurcation. Here, the fixed point becomes stable and a period-two saddle emerges between the fixed point and the period-two attractor. In contrast to the period-two attractor, both points on the period-two saddle lie on the same side of the smoothness boundary. In Figure 4.8 we computed the stable manifolds (blue) and the unstable manifolds (red) of the two period-two saddle points for $K_2 = 0.85$. The period-two saddles are indicated by the green crosses and the attractors by blue
Fig. 4.8. The stable (blue) and unstable (red) manifolds (a) of a period-two saddle of the map defined in (4.3) for $\zeta = 0.01$, $\tau = 2$, $b_0 = 1$, $K_2 = 0.85$. Again, the stable manifolds are computed up to arclength 400 and the unstable manifolds up to arclength 10. The gray line indicates the smoothness boundary. An enlargement of $W^u(p)$ is shown in panel (b).
triangles. The stable manifolds produced using the SC algorithm in this case define
the boundaries of the basins of attraction between the period-two attractor and the
attracting fixed point. Points in the white region tend to the attracting fixed point,
whereas points in the shaded regions oscillate between the blue and gray regions tending
to the period-two attractor. A more detailed study of this map will be presented
elsewhere.

5. Conclusions and Discussion. Many real-life systems are truly noninvertible
or very hard to invert, so the inverse is not known explicitly. The SC algorithm
described in this paper computes the one-dimensional stable manifold for a planar
map without requiring knowledge of the inverse map or the Jacobian matrix. Even
if the inverse map is known explicitly, the SC algorithm can still be used to compute
the stable manifold.

Until now, stable manifolds of systems with multiple pre-images could not be
computed past points where the Jacobian is singular. We have shown that the SC
algorithm is not affected by this problem. Furthermore, the SC algorithm can also be
used to compute disjoint branches of the stable manifold. One only requires knowledge
of the pre-images of the fixed point. Finally, we have shown that our algorithm is
unaffected in systems where the derivative of the system is not continuous. To our
knowledge, manifolds of such piecewise-smooth systems have not previously been
computed. We believe that these properties of the algorithm are very useful when one
is exploring real-life systems.

The SC algorithm has been implemented to compute one-dimensional stable man-
ifolds of planar maps. Although planar maps (already) display many types of dynam-
ical behavior including chaos, interesting dynamics can also be investigated in higher
dimensions. Let us discuss the implications of generalizing the SC algorithm to higher
dimensions. To compute a two-dimensional stable manifold in a three-dimensional
phase space, we could use a direct combination of [11] and the SC algorithm. In fact,
any system with codimension-one stable manifolds can be computed by generalizing
the method in [11] and using it in combination with the SC algorithm. The complex-
ity of the algorithm is of the same order as the method in [11] for dimensions greater
than two.

As mentioned in the introduction, the PIM-triple procedure of [15], designed for
finding chaotic saddles can be used to calculate stable manifolds of saddle points.
computing chaotic saddles having unstable dimension two or higher. This method
uses a non-degenerate simplex to probe the space replacing the line segment; see also
[22]. We can generalize our algorithm in a similar way. Instead of searching over
a segment of a circle in two dimensions for our next point, we can search over the
surface of an n-dimensional hypersphere in n dimensions. However, computing only
one-dimensional manifolds of an n-dimensional system would lead to an increased
complexity that is not reflected in the dimension of the manifold. For these cases,
knowledge of the inverse would dramatically speed up the computation time.

We expect the SC algorithm to be useful in helping to understand the dynamics
of many real-life noninvertible and/or non-smooth systems. The great advantage of
this method is that only a minimal amount of knowledge of the system is required
to compute the stable manifold. Extensions of this algorithm to higher dimensions is
left for future work.
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